RESIDENCE HALL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATE COUNCIL MEETING
February 14th, 2017
SUB 407

*Disclaimer: Secretary Katie was sick and unable to attend this meeting, so Vice President Angelique took minutes and Katie edited them*

CALL TO ORDER 9:07 PM
MYSTERY ACTIVITY 9:08 PM
ROLL CALL/HALL REPORTS 9:10 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall Name</th>
<th>Number Present</th>
<th>RHSA Shirts</th>
<th>Hall Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bliss</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouton</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Meeting 6:30 Thursday, talked about Hallywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capen</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Had a Valentine's Day program, they did candy grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collango</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Possible programs for the future. Talked with the RD about hall issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crispell</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Talked about future programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deyo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Passive programming for Valentine's day, handing out condoms. Talked about Hallywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubois</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Talked about Hallywood. Elected new Vice President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esopus</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Planned their sex ed program. Thinking of doing a zumba program. Talked about Hallywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Valentine's Day program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lefevre</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Had a Valentine’s Day program today and they talked about Hallywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Planned out their programs for the semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgeview</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Upcoming events for the hall. Planned bonding for hall gov. And talked about Hallywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scudder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Talked about hallywood program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NRHH 9:11 PM
Hey we are continuing NRHM. The theme is advocacy which is through Dance Marathon and the cause. Next week is recognition and they will be doing OTMs and a program
for that. If you didn't get the little packet with the dine to donate and the little papers you can get that from us. That is for awareness and for next week.

**SENATE 9: 12 PM**

I know how much you love GFPS' so walk over to Senate’s carnival which is happening in 6 days! It needs a lot of people, so come out, support your senators and get free food. There will be a bounce house, a dj and programs. On March 2nd, NYPIRG and SA are going to Albany to talk to Andrew Cuomo to give us a fully funded college for next year. I will pass around the sign up sheet. The Vice President of Academic Affairs is going to Dubois next Tuesday at 6pm to do a presentation on Free Speech. We are starting a new program. We are asking you to create a petition if there is an amendment you want to change, send it to the student concerns committee, who will send it to the president and then to senate. You need 100 signatures to get it approved. We have a new vice chair and are having a SA conference in April. Come to Senate meetings every Wednesday at 6:30pm in SUB 62/63.

**OLD BUSINESS 9:17 PM**

Motion to Open: Scudder
Second: Ridgeview

**BUZZ Karaoke**

We had a great time! Thank you to everyone who came and thanks to UPC for the free snacks!

**NCC**

There is only 25 days until Spring Leadership Conference so get hyped!! The delegation is set. We are still looking for volunteers so talk to either Mike Hebert or Megan as you can get GFP's and volunteer hours!

**Secretary**

Hey Everyone! Hope you all had fun at BUZZ on Friday; I’m sorry I wasn’t there or at the meeting tonight, but I have fallen victim to the flu. That being said I am going to be cancelling my office hours tomorrow, but I will still be editing tonight’s minutes so they will hopefully be posted around the same time as they usually are. Huge shoutout to Angelique for taking minutes for me tonight, she is a superstar. I miss you guys, stay healthy and I’ll see you at our next meeting!

**CCC**

I am missing contact sheets from Lefevre, Bouton, and Esopus. If you emailed them, please just re-send them as they may have gotten lost. It’s a new month so it’s time to nominate some Hall Government Members of the Month! You get GFP’s and can nominate 5 people per person.

Motion to Close: Capen
Second: Lenape
NEW BUSINESS 9: 27PM

Motion to Open: Ridgeview
Second: Deyo

Coffeehouse
RHSA is hosting an open mic coffeehouse on February 28th from 8:30pm to 10:30pm in SUB 100N. If you want to sign up to perform, you can email us at rhsa@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu. Also be sure to check out our event on Facebook and share it with your friends! We will have free food from Dunkin Donuts and hot chocolate, so come by!

BUZZ Karaoke
Hey everyone! Our next BUZZ is happening on March 3th and is Office Party themed! Come in office attire, sing some songs and win some raffles!!!

Hallywood
Hey everyone! So remember Hollywood Prospective Video Sheets are due February 27, which is our next meeting. Make sure you have a solid idea and that it is PG-13. I do not want any disqualifications. The actual video is April 3rd, so make sure you make it in time! Thanks!

Dance Marathon
Whoooooohoo. Hey people. We are gonna change it up and start with our questions.
#1: How much money are we trying to raise today? $620! Everyone is getting cool stickers. YAY! We are going to turn it over to Dayamara.

Dayamara: Hi everyone I am the PR secretary. We are doing $620 in one day. Take out your phone, go on FB like SUNY new paltz dance marathon. We are posting every hour so we you can share our graphics and people will know about it, you can share and tag people and make them donate $1. There are 45 of you and with each of you there are $450.

Alana: This day we started our push week of events. Tomorrow we are selling carnations. I know so cute. You can buy a carnation for your SO, family, friends, roommate, yourself, me, anyone, then on Wednesday we have our dine to donate, the pink slip you have to bring them, between 5-9 PM 10% of your order will be donated to DM. Dine in and take out. Tell them over the phone if for takeout. Yea. Um then on Thursday we will have share a latte love on Thursday. We will post a graphic then we will tag people and then you can tag people. The challenge is to encourage people to spend what they would on a coffee and instead donate it to someone’s fundraising page or yours (Breanne: get a latte money) We will also be having a game night 4:30-8:30 pm on Friday. There will be video games, board games, Smash club and the gaming society. It will be fun!

Andrea: What if I wanted to buy a flower for my SO? How much will I have to spend?

Megan: Cash, credit or debit one flower $1.50. Red white and pink.
Breanne: That's so versatile!

Megan: Share your posts! We have a few hours left but a long way to go.

**Elections**

**Catherine:** Before any of this gets started, each hall gov only gets 2 votes, even if you have 3 ac reps, only 2 can talk, vote, ask questions. Everyone else go to the back.

Okay so, next Brandon is gonna go over parli pro cheat sheet.

**Brandon:** So as you guys know, the parli pro cheat sheet and the back of placards talks about opening and closing for QA and for discussion. And if a question is asked and me, Catherine or anyone else think it's an inappropriate question then we can say “Point of Order” and address the issue of the question. If you have a question for the election you can say “Point on Information”. You can open voting by motioning or say the “Call the Question”, so if there is any dissent, during Q&A and we are about to move on and nobody else has a question, then anyone else can dissent. If anyone has any questions on the process, they you can ask “Point of Inquire”. You can say “Point of Privilege” if you want someone to speak louder or repeat the question. I think that is all we need.

**Kyleen:** If you have any trouble with this and you don't know how to do this, you can raise your placard and ask if he can help you. Don't feel like you can't speak if you don't know how to use robert's rules, don't be afraid to ask. Thanks

**Catherine:** The first election is the NCC election, can the candidates leave the room with Breanne.

Candidates leave the room

**Catherine:** So another quick thing then, there is no electronics at all except for Angelique and Rui. If you have your phone out then you can lose your vote for your hall gov. Andrea is standing in the back so she can see you, if you have question in the peanut gallery then you can hand it to Andrea and then she can hand it to the hall. So we will start with the, I might mess up but I apologize. We will list what we want in a NCC and what they need. And then we will list the expectations of the position. Then the candidate will come into the room and present for 3 minutes. They will have a question and answer period for 5 minutes extendable up to 3 times, then they will leave and the next candidate will come in. They will do the same thing. Then we will have a discussion and then vote by secret ballot.

**NCC:** What I do is that I work with the NRHH NCC to represent the institution on a regional and national level, we talk to other NCC and other RHA and we prepare programs and inform people about what happens on a regional level. Whatever happens nationally with NACURH we
relay that as well. With conference, we prepare delegations to go to conference with programs and bids. We try and bring back ideas to New Paltz. A special thing we do is the STARS conference, it’s a mini version and we focus on programming, and we pride ourselves in doing this. We do this to raise awareness about programming. I yield.

Catherine: So expectations of an NCC

EXPECTATIONS:
- amazing time management skills
- work with partner
- knowledgeable about neacurh and nacurh
- moose love, team skills and ability to step out of comfort zone
- good communication skills
- good organization skills
- responsible
- spirited / enthusiastic
- vote in new paltz favor

PRESENTATION:
Mario: Hi I am Mario Cortes-Mendoza. So I am running for NCC and I as your NCC I understand I have to represent New Paltz under NEACURH which is the North East Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls. It is has 8 regions, well NACURH has 8 regions and we are the region NEACURH. So I will be representing SUNY New Paltz, I will be representing the whole residence as a whole. I have many leadership experiences in New Paltz. I am the vice president of Collango Hall. I am currently completing the emerging leader program and I am being mentored by Wayne Brumfield in the SMP program and I am a secretary of DM. I have learned a lot and when I was in high school I was not a leader and I learned a lot about leadership this year. I learned to balance time and organization and keep my responsibility fulfilled while keeping my health in tact, I keep two planners one for times with myself and one for my responsibilities. Communicating with people is one of the most important things but not just as NCC or on RHSA but in life as leader. I learned to deal with many sensitive people and I think that communication is the best way to solve problems. I yield.

What is your major?

Mario: Biology and Psychology
Who did you speak to and what did you gain?

**Mario:** Mike Hebert, Audrey and Brandon and Alana Brooke. From all of them, I learned a lot about what I have to do and make decisions with the e-board and represent New Paltz as a campus and bring back info from board meetings and rely them here. I learned that I can ask them at any time if I need help.

Who is the NRHH NCC-IT?

**Mario:** Catherine Callan was voted in so she would be my co NCC.

If you are in an NCC boardroom and a piece of legislation is voted on but it was to benefit NACURH but at the expense of our campus, how would you vote?

**Mario:** I would have the best interest of the campus so I will vote against it.

How do you plan to solve any issues that arise with your co-NCC?

**Mario:** Communication. Talking through it. This is about putting aside your ego, look at what the campus wants not what I want.

You mentioned you are being mentored by Wayne. What is the greatest piece of advice he gave you?

**Mario:** He told me that he will teach me how to be successful in college, plan an agenda, write down what you need to do, like when you eat, when you walk to your dorm, and write down your day and set down a pattern, and I found that really helpful.

If you don’t have conference experience when do you expect to get it?

**Mario:** I will be a delegate for the upcoming conference.

How do you plan to network with other schools in the region?

**Mario:** We have meetings every month with the schools in the region, and conferences I will have the chance to talk to other NCC and learn from them.

What is the biggest thing that you can bring to RHSA as a whole?

**Mario:** Character wise, I think I can bring my work ethic. Whenever I set my mind to something, I put in my 100%. I know as NCC I really want to learn what all of conference is and relay it the best I can. Have more NEACURH and NACURH based programs-trivia night. When looking for delegates then having a GI program

**Rui:** 30 seconds
Move to extend by five minutes

Second

Most important advice tip received about this position?

**Mario:** As I said, it is to ask a lot of questions about it. I was directed to the NEACURH website and I read the constitution. I asked questions to Brandon and Mike.

Can you briefly state a time when you have to show your leadership skill?

**Mario:** Our president had family problems and I had to take over, it was lot of work, with a lot of planning but I learned that as long as I talk in a calm manner then they will listen to me.

So after talking to everyone, what do you think is the most difficult thing about NCC and how can you handle it?

**Mario:** I heard it is a lot of work, and that's why I have a co-NCC, to help plan everything out. Set deadlines. When I need to get stuff done and hand it in early and on time.

I read through the application, explain again what your weakness may be?

**Mario:** My biggest weakness is I take on too much. If I don't plan everything out I get overwhelmed, it can be too much to handle and I needed to overcome that so I plan everything out beforehand.

You talked about time management and organization? How do you do that effectively?

**Mario:** I use my planner for work. And I try to get ahead with my schoolwork. Since I take on so much outside of school, I try and get that as soon as possible so try and get stuff done before the deadlines.

What is this hall buddy system you want to install?

**Mario:** We have a buddy system with the e-board member and hall, but I want a buddy system within halls. It's usually that you hang out with members of your on hall gov and you sort of meet other people but you don't work with other hall gov and bring halls together. Have at least one program together, and have meetings together. Like how RA's work together for SNF have the halls govs work together.

What is the next conference called?

**Mario:** Spring Leadership Conference 2017

**Catherine:** Remember you can't talk about anything you didn't ask him or this is in his application during discussion
Motion to close Question and Answer: Capen

Second: Bliss

Thank you Mario

**Darianna:** Hello everyone my name is Darianna Almeyda. I am running for NCC for 2017-2018 year. My first experience of RHSA was during the first meeting in Esopus, the first college thing I did. I knew it was the community I wanted to integrate myself in. I wanted to play a role. As NCC I want to bring more recognition of NEACURH and NACURH into our student body on campus. People don’t know what it is, and I wanted to share it with people. As NCC you need to have prior conference experience, and my lack of experience my will be completed on this conference being held on this campus. I was always interested in events, it was something I was always interested in. It was like programs with the e-board and with the conferences and it's something I want to be a part to it. I am very enthusiastic about it Mike and Brandon talk about it very passionately so yea.

Motion to open Question and Answer: Ridgeview

Second: DuBois

Who is the NRHH NCC IT?

**Darianna:** Catherine is new NCC for NRHH.

Have you talked to past NCC about conference and what did you gain? And the greatest thing they told you?

**Darianna:** I talked to Brandon and mike. I found out acronyms which is that NEACURH is the North East Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls and NACURH is the National Association of College and University Residence Halls. I learned that I will be a huge part of putting on STARS which stands for self, teamwork, action, responsibility and skills. It’s like a mini conference that you put on programs with these the themes.

It mentions that you apart of emerging leader. What did you gain?

**Darianna:** Sitting in on the workshops and diversity on the campus and accepting of others. Being a leader that looks out for the greater good but also listens. So listen to the people around you and take their word in with your judgement.

What is one moment in which you used your leadership skills?

**Darianna:** My friends did not want to do emerging leaders, but I really wanted to do it since I really wanted to cultivate myself into a leader.
If you in a NCC boardroom and a piece of legislation is being voted on that improved NACURH but on the expense of our campus what would you do?

**Darianna:** Our campus is my greatest thing to consider. I need to protect our school and would vote against it.

How do you plan to network with NCC's from other schools?

**Darianna:** I know you have to video chat with other schools. Communication is key and you have to talk to other NCCs and I think expressing the confidence New Paltz has is good.

How do you plan to resolve any problems you may have with your Co-NCC?

**Darianna:** Communication is key. When you are dealing with people you should make it clear what your opinion is but you need to listen to your co-NCC as well. You need to listen to all the options that are given to you.

How do you plan to manage your time with your other responsibilities?

**Darianna:** I took my first semester to get myself familiar with the environment and I think I managed that well. I made sure I prioritized. Applying for RA is something that is up in the air and I know that I will manage if I decide to apply.

How do you plan to pump up the AC about conference?

**Darianna:** Programs about conference, and like how conference will be.

You will be working closely with your co-NCC, so how would you solve any problems if they came up?

**Darianna:** I wouldn’t ignore the problem and confront them as soon as I could so we could resolve it and work better moving forward.

You mentioned that you worked with the NYPD leadership council?

**Darianna:** Working with them was really cool, and I learned that police officers are frowned upon and that people in uniforms are actual people, and that made me make this insight that I need to look at everything from different sides of the coin.

What do you think is the most important advice you've gotten about NCC?

**Darianna:** Speaking to Mike, that I should plan ahead and never be afraid ask for help. I am not usually one to ask for help and made he me realize that I should.

What do you think is the most difficult thing about being NCC?
**Darianna:** Time consuming, with long hours and it needs to have attention. Managing that with school work will be hard but i’m eager to do.

What is your biggest weakness?

**Darianna:** Compassion. With that strength it can also be a weakness. You can always make a judgement with emotions. Emotions is out driving force in society. It can be built upon but it can give you a driving force to do what we need to do.

Motion to open Discussion: Ridgeview
Second: Scudder

**DISCUSSION**

I think Mario, he understands the things of an NCC.

Both candidates mentioned they have little experience. They are very willing to ask questions. Both freshmen and both are eager to learn and that's a great quality.

I liked they both spent a lot of time on research and that Mario had a stronger grasp on NEACURH. And that is a quality.

Dariana, I like her public speaking skills. It's very poignant she was a good communicator and that she mentioned emotions and while judgement is needed so are emotions.

They both communicated well and they both had public speaking skills. Mario mentioned dorm which is not in the mission statement and we live in residence halls not dorms.

Liked that both of them were willing to step out of their comfort zone, that they're both first years, and are excited to work on leadership.

Both candidates were both willing to put New Paltz first in boardroom.

Both candidates were both willing to work with the co-NCC and communicate with them to work things out.

Mario knew a lot of the acronyms. And I liked to fact that he seeked out help from different people and that he is willing to ask for help. And Dariana with her NYPD experience is a good parallel with her leadership experience.

Dariana had good ideas for speaking about NEACURH on campus

Diarana served on two committees and seems to be involved with RHSA.
We like how Mario mentioned how he has two planners for himself and for his responsibilities. You are doing everything for your campus but doing well for yourself.

Although Mario is not loved, he is part of DM which is part of NRHH and RHSA and is a big experience to bring to position.

We think Mario has a good grasp on time management and dedication to the position.

Leadership with how Mario and Dariana did not elaborate on a specific event of leadership while Mario really had to step up for an event.

We saw more passion and energy with Dariana, we both think they are terrific but I think Dariana has a better leadership quality to her.

good to notice that Dariana was involved with the NYPD, and it's something not NP and its outside and it can bring new ideas on our council.

we think that Mario has more goals but Dariana seemed more ready to take on the position at the time

    Motion to close Discussion: Ridgeview
    Second: Lefevre

    Motion to vote by secret ballot: Deyo
    Second: Esopus

Voting:
Dariana: 10
Mario: 14
No Confidence: 1
Abstain: 0

The AC did not come to a consensus.

    Motion to reopen Discussion: Scudder
    Second: Gage

We believe that time management is the best thing, we think Mario is the better one, he made emphasis on time management, and the part it has in his life. And that everything revolves around his planners. And his agenda.

Mario definitely invites his time management skills but Dariana kind of glossed over it and did not go into details. And did not state how she was with stuff piling up.

We believe that time management is part of responsibility and that Mario showed that and Dariana didn't real
We believe that Mario talked more about the positions and was more knowledgeable.

We believe that Darianna is a better speaker than Mario.

I agree with Lefevre.

even though she is a better speaker, and that mario is able to stand up in front of a group of people and the strength that d had can be learned

yes he was nervous but that can be learned. His knowledge about neacurh and his time management and organization

A softly spoken people can do it, and Marios resume can speak for itself in leadership, and sometimes over enthused people can overcloud people.

We disagree that public speaking that can be easily be learned. We think that Darianna did connect more with the audience and would make more of an effort to do so.

In reference to previous, Capen believes that good communication skills should not override experiences and devotion.

We believe that we should not be concerned about someone being nervous, and that Mario's ability to plan ahead will be a good thing because planning ahead is a key asset to the position.

Darianna has the charisma to talk in front of people and get people engaged.

Marios communication skills were not as good as Darianna, but we believe that Mario that referenced the constitution for NACURH and NEACURH, while Darianna did not mention the constitution.

This position, we elect this first because of the training period, so a matter of knowledge here does not mean that they will not learn it later. It is not a test of knowledge only a test of enthusiasm. The natural communication skills and natural way to get the vibe, that Darianna was able to get is very important. It is very important to get people to work together and it is a very unifying thing.

Motion to close Discussion: Lefevre
Second: Dubois

Motion to vote by secret ballot: Collango
Second: Lenape
VOTING:
Darianna: 8
Mario: 16
No Confidence: 0
Abstain: 0

The AC has voted, and Mario will be the new NCC!!

    Motion to Close: Ridgeview
    Second: Scudder
Recess 10:55
--The more you take, the more you leave behind. What am I?--

EXPECTATIONS

President: So as president, I act as a neutral resource for the eboard and all hall gov representatives. I am not the one making decisions. I act as liaisons between students and admins. I attend one on ones with advisor and Jenn Slader. I attend conferences and act as a president’s boardroom and as a voting elect. I attend meetings with the president admirations and the CAS board meeting. I run meetings eboard and AC. I work with the treasurer and review funding requests and work to maintain integrity of the organization. I should know the duties of the rest of the board, should be confident in the ability to delegate, time manage and have organizational skills. They should really love RHSA and believe in what we do as a whole.

Expectations:

Great leadership skills

Enthusiasm

Articulate

Time management skills

Organizational skills

Nice

Good work ethic

Approachable

Commitmented

Willing to establish personal connection
Knowledge of RHSA mission

Remain neutral

Conflict resolution

Work well with others

Communication skills

Delegates responsibilities evenly

PRESENTATION

Elee: Hi you guys I am Elee. I am your current public relations and I am running for president. When I first learned about RHSA, it was in orientation and it was Rui. I was enthralled, I was taking notes about my future of something I knew nothing about. I become president of Lenape and I grew in Lenape and bonus I learned what it was in my first AC meeting, and after my first BUZZ karaoke I knew I wanted to run for record. I have kept on top of the abilities of my position and the eboard and that's why I want to give back with presidency. I knew I can do this and I can make this organization strong. I want to host programs that make us grow as well as keeping the programs that have fun such as BUZZ which is fun. I yield.

If two E-Board members are having a conflict, how would you handle it in a non biased manner?

Elee: I think they should try and handle it themselves but if needed we can have a non biased conversion to work it out.

What would you do if you had a problem with their work ethic?

Elee: I would talk to them personality and try and understand, and help them out if need.

How do you plan to engage the president in NACURH?

Elee: I will be attending conference, and through boardroom we can collab on programs with other schools.

You stated that you wanted to put on programs that were more diverse and educational?

Elee: I found a program from the OTM website about refugees, that the university of california did, it is more of an educational program that we can understand how a group of people that we can not under atsn since we are privileged,

What is the biggest thing you have learned being part of a eboard?

Elee: I think it is going to other people when you need help. I think it's trusting others.
You briefly mentioned the program, how would it impact the campus?

**Elee:** I think it can impact the campus positively and that we can't impact if we don't know about it.

State one thing about each position.

**Elee:** VP: FUSE and Delegate  
Treasurer: Budget  
Pr: Fliers  
NCC: Conferences and Region  
CCC: GFPs and PUP sheets  
Historian: Take Photos  
Secretary: Take Minutes

Do you think your program is too large scale and would you still implement it?

**Elee:** There are no second time programs, and this program is not that large scale, and that it can be implemented.

You mentioned that APO is the only definite thing you are doing next year.

**Elee:** I am applying for anything that has a application. I am a very organized person, I had time for that impart to me, and this is that.

You have to do PresCan and CAS how can you manage that?

**Elee:** Like I said I am very organized, so I know that I will have the time to do everything.

What do you think is the most important piece of advice you received?

**Elee:** It's nice to be important but it's important to be nice. It's a big position on campus but it's important to remember that they are there for the needs of the community and not for themselves. And they are there for the organization.

How do you think your time as PR as prepared you for this position?

**Elee:** Through is position I learned the positional duties of the eboard and that I have watched through Catherine and by being her mentee can a lot more.

Motion to close Question and Answer: Lefevre  
Second: Ridgeview
Motion to open Discussion: Ridgeview
Second: Gage

DISCUSSION
Elee is really qualified. She is on the eboard so she understands how the solutions would work. She knows exactly what a president needs to do to make a functioning board.

Looking at the expectations we believe that she covers all the points for the candidate

We are concerned about the program idea, RHSA is the mission statement that is for unification for the student body, and we don't know that intricacy and it can be politically based and we do not know how it can affect the campus.

Right now it is can idea, and we don't think that we should dwell on that idea. Since it is not set in stone, since it will still be approved

She was able to come up with future programs, and she is planning for the future.

We believe that Elee is very dedicated to RHSA

In reference to previous comment, her involvement in RHSA is very noticeable, and even though her position did not require her to show up to the AC meetings, she still did and for her second year she is on the e board so it shows she is passionate.

We liked how she prioritized RHSA and said how she makes time for things that are important.

Motion to close discussion: Lefevre
Second: Bouton

Motion to open Voting: Deyo
Second: Lenape

VOTING:
Elee: 22
No Confidence: 3
Abstain: 0

The AC has voted, and Elee will be the new president!!

Motion to Close: Bliss
Second: Deyo
Nominations

**Previous Nominations**
Sam Halligan for PR: Accept
Emily Harter for Historian: Accept
Jackson Krugman for CCC: Accept
Jen Covais for CCC: Accept
Mario Cortes-Mendoza for Treasurer: Accept
Andrea Paredes for Vice President: Accept
Jules Robinson for Secretary: Accept
Morgan Beardslee for Historian: Accept
Katie Hennessy for Secretary: Accept
Jen Covais for PR: Accept
James Weaver for PR: Accept

If you have the vice president application, please now hand it out to the AC.

**Motion to close Vice President nominations:** Ridgeview
Second: Bouton

**New Nominations**

Elee for Darianna for Treasurer
Rui: Second
Darianna: Table

Ridgeview: Darianna for PR
Breanne: Second
Darianna: Decline

Capen: Martha for CCC
Collango: Second
Maratha: Table

Treasurer applications are due 2/27. If you want to be treasurer be ready with an application.

**Motion to close New Business:** Scudder
Second: Esopus
UPCOMING EVENTS 11:26 PM
- Coffeehouse, February 28th, SUB 100N, 8:30pm to 10:30pm
- BUZZ Karaoke, March 3rd, SUB 100S, 7:30pm to 9:30pm
- Hallywood Perspective Video Sheets Due February 27th
- Dance Marathon, April 15th, MPR

HALL CONCERNS 11:27 PM

STUDENT CONCERNS 11:27 PM

Capen: There is no heating in Capen for my side of the room, FOC came but it was really bad. We talked to the RA’s and the RD. The third floor but the other side of Capen is sweltering hot.

Breanne: I get that there was a lot of snow, but there was really bad stairs and ramps to get down. And stairs need to be a bigger priority for the future.

Ridgeview: I slipped on ice on the top of the wooster stairs

Collango: On the snow day on Thursday, I had to walk to Capen, nothing was plowed by the entrances of Shango facing old man quad, a lot of the other halls were plowed. Plowed at 6PM.

Lenape: Lenape never gets plowed or shoveled during the daytime. The president had the hardest time and she was out in for 2 hours the exits are never shoveled and we had early classes and we can never get out without slipping

Breanne: there was a miscommunication if there a resident staying or not, and there were spots open and RA’s had to turn people away. Res life needs to keep on top of people checking out

Collango: reference, I know an instance, the RD was switch and the student was in the case if switching room, and like he was not confirmed to be in rooms. He is still up in the air. They don't know if their billing will be the same, since it says they don't live on campus

Nicole Derobertis: a comment to the empty room, make sure you fill out the RCF and it's a new system and if those are not filled out than those rooms can go as missed

OPEN FLOOR 11:32 PM

Kyleen: Thank you for everyone paying attention and for using robert’s rules

Rui: If you are interested in running for treasurer for RHSA and if you are interested in PR then come to office hours. And then if you can't make the time then email the rhsa email with "treasurer info".
Catherine: This is from mike, he did the rock u rock to his 6th period class.

Breanne: There is a zumbathon on February 25th, I will be teaching some. The proceeds will be going to an eating disorder organization. I will post it on my social media and hit me up on linkedin

UPC: We will be having a photobooth, and before that pick up at carnation from DM.

Esopus: We will be having out sex ed program this week

Ridgeview: Keep an eye out for dance marathon highs this week FTK

Brandon: remember if you see ice call FOC

Crispell: come to a fondue program. With goodies

Nicole Santa Maria: There will be an escape room on February 22nd.

Nicole Derobertis: if you are applying for RA, Mock interview wednesday at 7

Ridgeview: LNAU 12-4. Relation program

PASSING OF MOLLY THE MOOSE 11:36 PM
QUOTE OF THE WEEK 11:36 PM
   “... Always, Always, Always believe in yourself, because if you don’t, who will Sweetie?”
Marilyn Monroe
ADJOURNMENT 11:37 PM
   Next meeting in SUB 62/63!